Neural Architecture Search (NAS) aims to facilitate the design of deep networks for new tasks. Existing techniques rely on two stages: searching over the architecture space and validating the best architecture. Evaluating NAS algorithms is currently solely done by comparing their results on the downstream task. While intuitive, this fails to explicitly evaluate the effectiveness of their search strategies.
Introduction
By automating the design of a neural network for the task at hand, Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has tremendous potential to impact the practicality of deep learning (Zoph & Le, 2017; Liu et al., 2018b; a; Tan et al., 2018; Baker et al., 2016) . This is part of a larger trend -automated Table 1 . Typical evaluation of NAS algorithms vs evaluation in this paper. Existing works typically do not perform extensive comparisons to randomly sampled architectures and, in most cases, do not report the results of their algorithms with different random seeds. Here, we show that a fair and thorough comparison to random architecture selection, using multiple random seeds, is crucial to analyze the effectiveness of search policies. As shown in the last column, where we report the mean validation perplexity on the Penn Tree Bank dataset, our evaluation reveals that the state-of-the-art NAS algorithms tend to perform at best on par with random search, emphasizing the need for new search policies. Comp machine learning (AutoML) -that promises to solve or at least alleviate the scarcity of ML experts needed to design custom architectures. A typical NAS technique (Zoph & Le, 2017; Pham et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018a) has two stages: the search phase, which aims to find a good architecture, and the validation one, where the best architecture is trained from scratch and evaluated on the test data.
The evaluation of NAS techniques is not trivial. As the resulting networks are only as good as the results they obtain, the standard strategy (Zoph & Le, 2017; Pham et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019b; 2018a) , focuses on their behavior on downstream tasks, that is, the results on the test data. While this may seem intuitive, it fails to provide a complete picture of these algorithms; the effectiveness of the search procedure is never directly evaluated.
In this paper, we introduce a framework to evaluate the search phase of NAS algorithms. Our investigation aims to improve the understanding of what causes the state-ofthe-art results obtained by networks generated by NAS. In particular, to facilitate the search procedure, state-of-theart NAS techniques, such as DARTS (Liu et al., 2019b) , NAO (Luo et al., 2018) and ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) , rely on two approximations: a reduced search space and weight sharing across different architectures. The impact of these schemes cannot be analyzed from the final performance; doing so requires evaluating the search process.
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To this end, we therefore propose to compare the quality of the NAS solutions with a random policy, which uniformly randomly samples an architecture from the same search space as the NAS algorithms, and trains it using the same hyper-parameters as the NAS solutions. To reduce randomness, the search using each policy is repeated several times, always changing the starting random seed. The results of this comparison for the state-of-the-art NAS algorithms DARTS (Liu et al., 2019b) , NAO (Luo et al., 2018) and ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) are surprising:
1. On average, as shown in Table 1 , random selection is not just competitive with but outperforms these techniques. We identify two reasons behind this. The first one is that the search space of these NAS algorithms has been sufficiently constrained during its construction so that even a random architecture in this space provides good results. The second is directly related to our second finding below.
2.
Weight sharing not only harms the individual networks' performance but also drastically shuffles the ranking of the different architectures, compared to the true ranking by quality. We evidence this by performing experiments on a reduced search space for which we can train all architectures exhaustively, without weight sharing. On the Penn Tree Bank (PTB) dataset (Marcus et al., 1994a) , we show that the architecture rankings obtained with and without weight sharing are entirely different, to the point of being uncorrelated, as indicated by a Kendall Tau value of -0.004 on average over 10 different runs. Moreover, none of the studied methods find the best solution in this small space.
In other words, we disprove the common belief that the quality of architectures trained with weight sharing is similar to that of architectures trained without. We show that the difference in ranking negatively impacts the search phase of NAS algorithms, which, in addition to sensitivity to different seeds, seriously impedes NAS robustness and performance.
In short, this paper constitutes the first attempt at evaluating the search phase of NAS. This allowed us to identify two key characteristics of state-of-the-art NAS algorithms: The importance of the search space and the negative impact of weight sharing. We show that, due to weight sharing, the search results become decoupled from the final test results. We believe this evaluation framework will be instrumental in designing NAS search strategies that are superior to the random one. We will make our code publicly available upon acceptance of this paper.
Related Work
When initially proposed by Zoph & Le (2017) , neural architecture search (NAS) demonstrated great potential to surpass the human design of deep networks for both visual recognition (Liu et al., 2018b; Ahmed & Torresani, 2018; Chen et al., 2018; Pérez-Rúa et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019a) and natural language processing (Zoph & Le, 2017; Pham et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018; Zoph et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018b; Cai et al., 2018) . To achieve this, NAS relies on defining a search space as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where a node represents a parametric operation and an edge an operation with multiple choices (Zoph & Le, 2017) . The search is then performed by sampling a sub-graph, training it to convergence on the target dataset, and updating the sub-graph sampling strategy. Such strategies include reinforcement learning samplers (Zoph & Le, 2017; Zoph et al., 2018; Pham et al., 2018) , evolutionary algorithms (Xie & Yuille, 2017; Real et al., 2017; Miikkulainen et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018b; Lu et al., 2018) and performance predictors (Liu et al., 2018a; Luo et al., 2018) .
Neural architecture search with weight sharing. The potential of vanilla NAS, however, comes with the drawback of requiring thousands of GPU hours even for small datasets, such as PTB (Marcus et al., 1994b) and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, even when using such heavy computational resources, vanilla NAS had to restrict the number of trained architectures from a total of O(n10 9 ), with n the number of nodes in the DAG, to O(n10 4 ), and increasing the sampler accuracy can only be achieved by increasing the resources. Weight sharing therefore quickly emerged as a solution to make NAS practical. Pham et al. (2018) were the first to propose sharing parameters across different sampled models. By preventing having to train each model from scratch, but by instead starting from the previously-trained models, weight sharing reduces the search space to O(n) and the resource requirements to a few GPU days (Pham et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018a; 2019a; Chen et al., 2018) . Variations on this approach were then introduced to replace the reinforcement learning sampler with gradient descent (Liu et al., 2019b) and to further rely on a variational auto-encoder instead of a vector-based architecture representation (Luo et al., 2018) . Altogether, these three weight-sharing-based strategies, ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) , DARTS (Liu et al., 2019b) and NAO (Luo et al., 2018) constitute the state of the art in neural architecture search. The quality of these methods, however, is only evaluated on the downstream task, that is, after training the best architecture from scratch on the target dataset, in most cases using different hyper-parameters than those employed during the search phase. While some works have provided partial comparisons to random search, these comparisons unfortunately did not give a fair chance to the random policy. Specifically, Pham et al. (2018) report the results of only a single random architecture, and Liu et al. (2018b) those of an architecture selected among 8 randomly sampled ones as the most promising one after training for 300 epochs only. Here, we show that a fair comparison to the random policy, obtained by training all architectures for 1000 epochs and averaging over multiple random seeds to compute a reliable evaluation, yields a different picture; the state-of-the-art search policies are no better than the random one.
The reason behind this comparison is the observation that there is only a weak correlation between the performance of the searched architectures and the ones trained from scratch during the evaluation phase. This phenomenon was already observed by Zela et al. (2018) but the analysis of its impact or its causes went no further. Here, by contrast, we link this difference in performance between the search and evaluation phases to the use of weight sharing.
The impact of weight sharing was analyzed by Bender et al. (2018) in the context of their approach by studying the influence of their dropout strategy on the correlation between architectures trained with and without weight sharing. Our work differs from (Bender et al., 2018) in two fundamental ways. Firstly, instead of limiting ourselves to sampling architectures from the search space, we make use of a reduced space with two nodes where we can perform a complete evaluation of all architectures. Secondly, and more importantly, we do not specifically focus on weight sharing, but rather analyze it to understand the consequences its use has on the search phase of NAS algorithms.
Evaluation Framework
In this section, we detail our evaluation framework for the NAS search phase. As depicted in Fig. 1(a,b) , typical NAS algorithms consist of two phases:
• Search: The goal of this phase is to find the best candidate architecture from the search space. This is where existing algorithms, such as ENAS, DARTS and NAO, differ; they each correspond to a different search algorithm. Nevertheless, for all the algorithms, the search depends heavily on initialization. In all the studied policies, initialization is random and the outcome thus depends on the chosen random seed.
• Evaluation: In this phase, all the studied algorithms retrain the best model found in the search phase. The Figure 1 . Evaluating neural architecture search. Existing frameworks consist of two phases: (a) The search phase, where a sampler is trained until convergence or a pre-defined stopping criterion; (b) The evaluation phase that trains the best model from scratch and evaluates it on the test data. Here, we argue that one should evaluate the search itself. To this end, as shown in (c), we compare the best architecture found by the NAS policy with a single uniformly randomly sampled architecture. For this comparison to be meaningful, we repeat it with different random seeds for both training the NAS sampler and our random search policy. We then report the mean and standard deviations over the different seeds.
retrained model is then evaluated on the test data.
Evaluating the NAS Search
As argued above, the standard evaluation of NAS techniques focuses solely on the final results on the test data. Here, by contrast, we aim to evaluate the search phase itself, which is the phase that truly differentiates existing algorithms.
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we introduce our framework to compare NAS search algorithms with random search and then discuss the specific NAS algorithms we evaluated.
NAS SEARCH SPACE REPRESENTATIONS
Following common practice in NAS (Zoph & Le, 2017) , our starting point is a neural search space for a recurrent architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A candidate architecture sampled from this space connects the input and the output nodes through a sequence of intermediary ones. Each node is connected to others and has an operation attached to it.
A way of representing this search space (Pham et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018) , depicted in Figure 2(b) , is by using strings. Each character in the string indicates either the node ID that the current node is connected to, or the operation selected for current node. Operations include the identity, sigmoid, tanh and ReLU (Nair & Hinton, 2010) .
Following the alternative way introduced in (Liu et al., 2019b) , we make use of a vectorized representation of these strings. More specifically, as illustrated by Fig. 2(c) , a node ID, resp. an operation, is encoded as a vector of probabilities over all node IDs, resp. all operations. For instance, the connection between nodes i and j is represented as 
COMPARING TO RANDOM SEARCH
We implement our random search policy by simply assigning uniform probabilities to all operations. That is, for each node j, we set α
We then randomly sample a connection to one previous node from the resulting distributions.
An effective search policy should outperform the random one. We therefore compare it with each studied NAS algorithm. To this end, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , we compute the validation results of the best architecture found by the NAS algorithm trained from scratch, as well as those of a single randomly sampled architecture.
Comparing these values for a single random seed would of course not provide a reliable measure. Therefore, we repeat this process for multiple random seeds used both during the search phase of the NAS algorithm and to sample a random architecture as described above. We then report the means and standard deviations of these results over the different seeds. Note that while we use different seeds for the search and random sampling, we always use the same seed when training the models from scratch during the evaluation phase.
Our use of multiple random seeds and of the same number of epochs for the NAS algorithm and for our random search policy makes the comparison fair. This contrasts with the comparisons performed in (Pham et al., 2018) , where the results of only a single random architecture were reported, and in (Liu et al., 2019b) , which selected a single best random architecture among an initial set of 8 after training for 300 epochs only.
Evaluated NAS Algorithms
To show the generality of our evaluation framework, we compare our random search policy to three state-of-the-art neural architecture search algorithms: DARTS (Liu et al., 2019b) , NAO (Luo et al., 2018) and ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) . These three systems, discussed below, essentially only differ in terms of sampling logic.
ENAS adopts a reinforcement learning sampling strategy that is updated with the REINFORCE algorithm. The sampler is implemented as a two-layer LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and generates a sequence of strings, each character of which represents either a previous node ID that the current node is connected to, or an operation. In the training process, each candidate sampled by the ENAS controller is trained on an individual mini-batch. At the end of each epoch, the controller samples new architectures that are evaluated on a single batch of the validation dataset. After this, the controller is updated accordingly using these validation metrics.
DARTS vectorizes the aforementioned strings as discussed in Section 3.1.1 and shown in Fig. 2(c) . The sampling process is then parameterized by the vector α, which is optimized via gradient-descent in a dual optimization scheme: The architecture is first trained while fixing α, and α is then updated while the network is fixed. This process is repeated in an alternating manner. In the evaluation phase, DARTS samples the top-performing architecture by using the trained α vector as probability prior, i.e., the final model is not a soft average of all paths but one path in the DAG, which makes its evaluation identical to that of the other NAS algorithms.
NAO implements a gradient-based algorithm, but instead of vectorizing the strings as in DARTS, it makes use of a variational auto-encoder (VAE) to learn a latent representation of the candidate architectures. Furthermore, it uses a performance predictor, which takes a latent vector as input to predict the corresponding architecture performance. In short, the search phase of NAO consists of first randomly sampling an initial pool of architectures and training them, so as to obtain a ranking. This ranking is then used to train the encoder-predictor-decoder network, from which new candidates are sampled, and the process is repeated in an iterative manner. The best architecture is then taken as the top-1 in the NAO ranking.
Experimental Setup.
In the next section, we compare the three above-mentioned algorithms with our random search policy, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. To this end, following common practice in NAS, we make use of the word-level language modeling Penn Tree Bank (PTB) dataset (Marcus et al., 1994b) . The goal then becomes finding a recurrent cell that correctly predicts the next word given the input sequence. The quality of a candidate cell is then evaluated using the standard perplexity metric (Brown et al., 1992) .
Note that, for our comparisons, we follow the procedure used in (Liu et al., 2019b; Pham et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018) for the final evaluation, consisting of keeping the connections found for the best architecture in the search phase but increasing the hidden state size (to 850 in practice), so as to increase capacity. Furthermore, when training an architecture from scratch, we followed Yang et al. (2017) ; Merity et al. (2017) and make the use of standard SGD first to speed up the training, then change to average SGD to improve the convergence. Note that, for the comparison to be fair, we use the same strategies, for both hidden state size and optimizer, in our random search policy.
Experimental Results
We analyze the search phase of the three state-of-the-art NAS algorithms discussed above on the task of language modeling. We first start by comparing these algorithms to our random policy when using the search space of 4 activation functions, which are commonly used in the literature. The surprising findings in this typical NAS use case prompt us to study the behavior of the search strategies in a simplified case, where the search space is reduced to a minimum: 2 nodes. This analysis allows us to identify a factor that has a significant impact on the observed results: Weight sharing. We then quantify this impact on the ranking of the NAS candidates, evidencing that it dramatically affects the effectiveness of the search.
NAS Comparison in a Standard Search Space
We make use of the three NAS search strategies, DARTS, NAO and ENAS, on the PTB dataset to find a recurrent cell for language modeling, and compare them to our random search policy. For the sake of computational cost, as the experiments are repeated multiple times, we define a search space consisting of 8 nodes, instead of the usual 12 ones, which still yields around 2 billion solutions (n! * |O| n solutions, where n = 8 nodes and |O| = 4 operations).
For each of the four search policies, we run 10 experiments with a different seed. During the search phase, we used an individual search phase configuration file for each policy, as provided by the respective authors. Once a best architecture is identified by the search phase, it is used for evaluation, i.e., we train the chosen architecture from scratch for 1000 epochs. In this phase, we used a fixed seed for all the tests.
Results. In Figure 3 , we plot, on the right, the mean perplexity evolution, over the 1000 epochs, obtained by averaging the results of the best architectures found using the 10 different seeds. On the left of the figure, we show the perplexity evolution for the best cell of each strategy among the 10 different runs. The top figures correspond to DARTS, the middle ones to NAO and the bottom ones to ENAS. In each figure, we also show the curve obtained for the random policy. Specifically, we plot the perplexity of the given policy in blue and that of the random search in orange. The final results of these curves, after 1000 epochs, are further summarized in Table 2 .
Altogether, these results show a surprising fact: The overall best cell was found using our random policy. Moreover, on average, only one of the three policies obtains a better Mean validation perplexity evolution, for 1000 epochs, averaged over 10 different seeds. Each seed led to a best architecture found using DARTS (top), NAO (middle) and ENAS (bottom). We compare these curves to those of our random policy. Right: Results of the best architectures among the 10 different seeds.
performance, but the differences are small. The full learning curves for both the average and best cases in Figure 3 further evidence that this is not an accident; all the policies converge as expected. However, the best results are not obtained by the NAS policies.
Observations:
• Random sampling is robust and consistently competitive. As shown in Table 2 , it outperforms on average the DARTS and NAO policies, and yields the overall best cell for these experiments.
• The excellent performance of the random policy evidences the high expressiveness of the manually constructed search space; even arbitrary policies in this space perform well, as evidenced by the relatively low standard deviation over the 10 seeds of the random ar- Table 2 . Final perplexities in the 8-node search space. We report the mean and best perplexity on the validation and test sets at the end of training the architectures found using DARTS, NAO, ENAS, as well as for our random policy.
chitectures, shown in Fig. 3(left) . Existing NAS strategies, including the three policies tested here, typically rely on these spaces, albeit using 12 nodes instead of 8.
The influence of such manually built spaces has never been analyzed before.
• Thanks to our framework, we were able for the first time to have a proper comparison among policy strategies. For example, we observed that the ENAS policy sampler has the lowest variance among the three tested ones. This shows that ENAS is more robust to the variance caused by the random seed of the search phase.
Encouraged by these surprising results, we then dig deeper into their causes. To this end, below, we make use of a smaller search space that we can explore exhaustively.
Searching a Reduced Space
The results in the previous section highlight the inability of the studied methods to surpass the random search. To further understand the reason behind this, we repeat the analysis on the smallest possible space of a similar nature, consisting of only two nodes. Given that each node is identified by two values, the ID of the incoming node and the activation function, the space has a cardinality |S| = n! * |O| n , where n = 2 nodes and |O| = 4 operations, thus only having 32 possible solutions.
As before, we benchmark the same three policies -DARTS, NAO and ENAS -against random sampling. Adapting each policy to the reduced space requires the following changes:
• For DARTS, no changes are needed except directly modifying the number of nodes in the search space.
• For NAO, to mimic the behavior of the algorithm in the space of 8 nodes, we randomly sample 20% of the possible architectures to define the initial candidate pool. We train the encoder-predictor-decoder network for 250 iterations every 50 epochs using the top-4 architectures in the NAO ranking. At each search iteration, we sample at most 3 new architectures to be added to the pool. The rest of the search logic remains unchanged.
• For ENAS, we reduce the number of sampled archi- Table 3 . Final perplexities in the 2-node search space. We report the mean and best perplexity on the validation and test sets at the end of training the architectures found using DARTS, NAO, ENAS, as well as for our random policy. We also report the real best results obtained by exhaustive search.
tectures in one epoch from 200 to 20 and increase the number of batches to 10 for each sampled architecture. All other hyper-parameters remain the same.
Results. In Table 3 , we provide the results of searching the 2-node space. Its smaller size allows us to exhaustively compute the validation and test results of all possible solutions, thus determining the upper bound for this case.
Observations:
• All the policies failed to find the architecture that actually performs best.
• The best architecture sampled by any search policy was found by the random search, as in the 8-node case.
• Even in a space this small, on average, the random policy still yields comparable results to the other search strategies.
• The ENAS policy always converged to the same architecture, as shown by the variance of 0.0 in the table. This further evidences the robustness of ENAS to the random seed.
• NAO performs better than random sampling on average because it has access to a ranking of the architectures. Nevertheless, the final architecture chosen by NAO is always one of the architectures from the initial pool, which were sampled uniformly randomly. This indicates that the ranking of NAO is not updated in an appropriate manner throughout the search.
Having observed the incorrect NAO ranking motivated us to further study these architecture rankings, and in particular to connect them to weight sharing. This is what we discuss in the next section.
Impact of Weight Sharing
As observed above, none of the three NAS methods and random search, each starting the search randomly ten times, managed to find the best architecture out of only 32 possible ones. Not even once. For the random search, this is probable. For the NAS methods, however, it is unexpected. In fact, it suggests that the best architecture only achieves poorly during the search phase of these methods. If the architectures during the search were trained freely, as in the original NAS technique (Zoph & Le, 2017) , this would not be possible. Therefore, the only potential culprit for this unexpected behavior is weight sharing (WS); the weights of the best architecture are biased by their use in other candidates. To evidence this, we therefore investigate whether WS reduces the correlation between the ranking in the search phase and the ranking of the evaluation phase.
To this end, we perform the following experiments:
• Without WS: We train all the 32 possible architectures of the search space individually. Each architecture is trained 10 times with a different seed, which therefore yields a mean and standard deviation of its performance. The mean value is used as a ground truth -the actual potential of the given architecture.
• With WS: We train the 32 architectures in parallel, using the weight sharing strategy employed in NAO and ENAS. As DARTS does not have discrete representations of the solutions during the search, the idea of solution ranking does not apply at that point. During training, each mini-batch is given to an architecture uniformly sampled from the search space. We repeat the process 10 times, with 10 random seeds.
We then compute the correlation between the architecture rankings found with WS and the ground truth (i.e., the architectures trained independently). As a correlation measure, we make use of the Kendall Tau (τ ) metric (Kendall, 1938) : a number in the range [-1, 1] with the following properties:
• τ = −1: Maximum disagreement. One ranking is the opposite of the other.
• τ = 1: Maximum agreement. The two rankings are identical.
• τ close to 0: A value close to zero indicates the absence of correlation.
For each of the 10 runs of the weight sharing strategy, we evaluate the Kendall Tau metric of the final rankings with respect to the real averaged ranking.
Results. In Figure 4 , we depict the best, worst and average rankings, where the best and worst ones were found using the Kendall Tau metric. For conciseness, we only show the 10 best-scoring architectures. The color and number in each position indicate the absolute position change for an architecture between the real ranking and the WS one. Ranking changes due to WS. We show, from left to right, the best, worst and average cases over 10 runs with different random seeds. A change in ranking, indicated by the colors and numbers, is measured as the absolute position change between the WS ranking and the true one. For example, in the Best scenario, the architecture at the top-1 in the true ranking has lost 11 positions in the WS ranking.
• WS never produces the true ranking, as evidenced by the Best case in Figure 4 .
• The behavior of the WS rankings is greatly affected by the changing of the seed. In particular, the Kendall Tau values for the three plots in Figure 4 are 0.282, −0.004, −0.116 for Best, Average and Worst.
• For all of the 10 runs, the Kendall Tau metrics are close to zero, which suggests a lack of correlation between the WS rankings and the true one.
• In the Worst scenario, the first architecture in the WS ranking is at the 14 th place in the real ranking, with a validation perplexity of 69.38 at epoch 1000, 4 perplexity points above the real best architecture.
Note that these results were obtained by using the evaluation hyper-parameters to train all models, including the ones with WS. Nevertheless, we observed the same behavior when using the standard search-phase hyper-parameters, which confirms that our findings are not due to a poor hyperparameter choice.
INFLUENCE OF THE AMOUNT OF SHARING
Depending on the active connections in the DAG of Figure 2(a) , different architectures are subject to different amounts of weight sharing. For example, let us consider the 3-node case, with node 1 and node 2 fixed and node 2 having node 1 as incoming node. In this scenario, the input to node 3 can be either directly node 0 (i.e., the input), or node 1, or node 2. In the first case, the only network parameters that the output of node 3 depends on are the weights of its Figure 5 . Influence of the amount of sharing. We show the ranking obtained using WS, but when fixing 2 out of the 3 nodes in our reduced space. Depending on the active node connections, different architectures share different amounts of weights. The ranking indicates that sharing more weights leads to worse performance. own operation, W 3 . In the second and third cases, however, the output further depends on the parameters of node 1, W 1 , and of nodes 1 and 2, W 1 and W 2 , respectively.
To study the influence of the amount of sharing on the architecture ranking, we performed an experiment where we fixed the first two nodes and only searched for the third one. This represents a space of 12 architectures (3 possible connections to node 3 × 4 operations). The ranking of the 12 architectures is shown in Figure 5 , where color indicates the number of shared weight matrices, that is, matrices of nodes 1 and 2, W 1 and W 2 , also used in the search for node 3. Note that the top-performing architectures do not share any weights, i.e., only rely on W 3 , and that the more weights are shared, the worse the architecture performs.
Together with the previous observations, we believe that these results evidence the negative impact of WS; it dramatically affects the performance of the sampled architectures, thus complicating the overall search process and leading to search policies that are no better than the random one.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided a thorough analysis of the effectiveness of the search phase of NAS algorithms, including proper and fair comparisons to random search. We have observed that, surprisingly, the search policies of stateof-the-art NAS techniques are no better than random, and have traced the reason for this to the use of (i) a constrained search space and (ii) weight sharing, which shuffles the ranking of architectures during the search phase, and negatively impacts the search.
In essence, our gained insights highlight two key properties of state-of-the-art NAS strategies, which had been overlooked in the past due to the single-minded focus of NAS evaluation on the results on the target task. While we see this as an achievement in itself, we believe that it will also be key to the development of novel search policies for NAS. This will be the focus of our future research.
